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Executive Summary

Extreme weather events and nuisance flooding are increasing, with communities already experiencing impacts. Both the identification of local hazards and the assessment of local vulnerabilities can protect people, their property, and their livelihoods.

This goal of this project, along with the accompanying paper Mapping Coastal Risks and Social Vulnerability: Principles and Considerations, is to provide an overview for local governments of the social vulnerability data sets that are currently available, how social vulnerability is currently being used and could be used, and what legal risks might be associated with utilizing it. A typical factor used to determine social vulnerability is race or ethnicity. The use of race specifically raises legal concerns, primarily based on the equal protection clause of the U.S. Constitution. In this paper, we discuss the equal protection analysis framework and the potential legal challenges associated with using race as a factor in making decisions based on maps or other decision-support tools that include social vulnerability criteria.

While the use of race as one (of many) factors to determine social vulnerability can yield useful information, due to the potential legal ramifications, this paper recommends that local governments should not make funding or other decisions, such as permitting decisions, based on decision-support tools that use race or even ethnicity as a component or factor in determining social vulnerability. However, support tools that do not use race as a factor can be used to translate extreme weather and nuisance flooding adaptation planning into action that influences policy and local decision-making. Mapping flood risk with social vulnerability and potential sea level rise can be a valuable exercise for local governments and communities to understand their flood risk. Data gleaned from such a map can then influence strategies such as hazard mitigation plans, buyout programs, disaster recovery plans, and long-term public infrastructure placement. By utilizing data around where the most vulnerable communities reside, local governments can ensure critical functions and services are available for all communities when a disaster occurs.

I. Increasing Risks, Costs and Threats to Local Communities

The combination of more extreme weather events, long-term erosion and subsidence is a significant concern in the United States, especially for coastal communities. Extreme weather events, such as heat waves, large storms, destructive thunderstorms, and tornadoes, are expected to become more frequent, while Atlantic hurricane activity has increased substantially across most measures since the early 1980s. In addition, floods have caused 4,586 deaths in the United States between 1959 and 2005, with property and crop damage averaging $8 billion annually between 1981 and 2011. Moreover, according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (“NOAA”), nuisance flooding – defined as “flooding which causes public inconvenience, but little or not property damage” – has increased 900 percent since the 1960s. Managing the resulting impacts, such as road closures and overwhelmed storm drains, requires additional resources and contributes to public safety concerns. Just since 2001, coastal flooding on the Eastern Seaboard has increased dramatically, with the flood threshold exceeded an average of 20 times annually in Atlantic City, NJ; Annapolis, MD; Washington, D.C.; Wilmington, NC; and Charleston, SC. Whether these events are considered together or separately, a
conclusion one can draw is that the potential of substantial property loss and public safety risks to affected communities is substantial.

With more people living closer to the coast – the United States added approximately 2.2 million new housing units in coastal areas between 1990 and 2010 – millions of homes are vulnerable to storm surge and rising seas, with many of them outside federal flood zones. With so many homes lying outside the floodplain at risk, some of them without flood insurance, local governments are concerned about the potential impacts and how to mitigate or adapt to risk. For example, Hampton Roads, VA, has approximately 340,000 residences at risk but outside a zone where flood insurance is required. There has been a “dramatic rise in coastal storm-related losses” due to population increases and a rise in structures built in at-risk areas.

Both local governments and the public are already aware that these trends indicate more than a “nuisance”. Flooding is becoming more frequent and more expensive, deteriorating roads and other public infrastructure. This has spurred action not only at the local government level, but also at the neighborhood level. For example, the Unitarian Church in Norfolk, Virginia, has posted a tide chart on its website so parishioners know whether they’ll be able to get to church, or if the road will be flooded. In addition, the advancement of technology has facilitated the development of new tools to supplement weather alert systems. For example, a new mobile application lets users both provide and receive real-time information about the location of flooded roads, so they can plan travel accordingly and avoid potentially dangerous areas.

Other public infrastructure, including bridges, water lines, rail lines, and sewer systems, is also at risk from salt corrosion from repeated smaller floods and from catastrophic flooding during larger events. For instance, salt corrosion is a concern because it has the potential to react with, and alter, the composition of iron, steel, zinc, concrete and wire insulation. Salt can react with transmission lines and telephone wires causing outages, and repeated inundation from minor flooding can weaken roads and sidewalks. An example of how salt corrosion creates a problem is the City of Norfolk’s light rail system, which has been shut down several times due to flooding since it opened in 2011. In addition to roads, sewage systems, septic tanks, and landfills are underwater more frequently, which threaten public health and safety. For example, wastewater flowing into septic systems cannot be treated when the system is flooded, thereby becoming a potential source of pollution.

As a result, local governments are focused on making their communities more resilient by identifying their flood risk and developing strategies to mitigate and adapt to their flood risk. However, local governments recognize that completing this endeavor comes at an expense and requires technical expertise. Therefore, local governments are also identifying existing state and federal programs that can provide financial and technical assistance. Such assistance is important for local governments, particularly in rural areas, that lack financial and staff resources to mitigate and adapt to their flood risk. However, competition is increasing for the scarce government resources that currently exist for mitigation and adaptation projects. The question has thus become how local governments can increase their chances of receiving state and federal assistance. According to the Environmental Protection Agency’s Overall Strategies for Flood Resilience and Disaster Recovery, “communities that identify potential hazard mitigation projects and complete hazard mitigation grant applications before a disaster occurs, instead of having
to quickly develop such lists of projects in the aftermath of a disaster, are better positioned to apply for federal funding for disaster recovery and can speed up their recovery process.”

This means that planning has become more imperative for local governments, and a part of planning ahead for local governments is identifying gaps in information and other roadblocks to understanding their flood risk. For instance, new data has shown that the poorest communities can be the least resilient to weather extremes. The ability to pinpoint the location of vulnerable populations in relation to areas prone to flooding is crucial component to mitigation and resource planning.

This goal of this paper, along with the companion paper Mapping Coastal Risks and Social Vulnerability: Principles and Considerations, is to provide an overview of the social vulnerability data sets that are currently available, how social vulnerability mapping could be and is being used, and what legal risks might be associated with utilizing it. Sections II and III of this paper describe the major mapping tools that currently exist which incorporate social vulnerability, and how those tools could work with current programs and planning efforts. However, much of the underlying data used to determine social vulnerability includes race or ethnicity as a factor, which raises legal concerns primarily based on the equal protection clause of the U.S. Constitution. After discussing the equal protection analysis framework and potential legal issues in Sections V and VI, this paper concludes with recommendations for how social vulnerability can be integrated into planning and other activities.

II. One Tool in the Toolkit: How Vulnerability Mapping Can Work with Current Programs and Planning Efforts

One tool governments are using to determine where to take specific actions is vulnerability mapping. Vulnerability maps can be useful because they can provide “the precise location of sites where people, the natural environment or property are at risk due to a potentially catastrophic event that could result in death, injury, pollution or other destruction.” Thus, in addition to the standard topographical features that maps can illustrate – specifically elevations above and below sea level – new mapping programs also can show “social vulnerability.”

Dr. Susan Cutter and colleagues at the Hazards and Vulnerability Research Institute (“HVRI”) at the University of South Carolina have defined social vulnerability as “the social, economic, demographic, and housing characteristics that influence a community’s ability to respond to, cope with, recover from, and adapt to environmental hazards.” While researchers had investigated other components of vulnerability, the “social aspects of vulnerability” was less understood. Therefore, measures of social vulnerability were developed. Social vulnerability is indicated by certain demographics, typically including socioeconomic status, gender, disability and age. These factors all have an impact on a community’s level of resilience; for example, wealthier communities tend to absorb and recover from property losses more quickly. “Historically, studies about natural hazards and social vulnerability have been conducted in separate silos.” By combining these silos and incorporating social variability characteristics into elevation and flood maps, local governments and the public obtain knowledge about areas that may need particularized assistance due to demographic factors. Governments also can determine areas where projects can be prioritized to aid in resilience, leading to reduced disaster impacts.

Vulnerability maps are typically created with Geographic Information System (“GIS”)
technology to show elevations and other physical characteristics of an area, such as hazard zones, overlaid with demographic data at the state, county, or U.S. Census tract level.\textsuperscript{52} When U.S. Census tract information is incorporated, the data can be especially useful to local governments, as it allows for comparisons within town or city limits. Vulnerability maps allow the examination of “both the potential impact of natural hazards and which populations are most likely to be negatively affected.”\textsuperscript{33}

The identification of local hazards and assessment of local vulnerabilities can protect people, their property, and their livelihoods. Vulnerability maps can be used to help minimize the impacts of disasters by showing where risks are high and steering development to other, lower risk areas. These maps also can help local governments making siting decisions for new public infrastructure. In addition, vulnerability maps can help local governments plan for evacuations by showing the potential effectiveness (or ineffectiveness) of specific routes and the accessibility of evacuation plans to certain populations, such as the elderly, children, and the disabled. Particularly advantageous from a local government perspective, these maps can be integrated into current programs, as well as serve as a starting point for reinvigorated disaster planning.

\textbf{A. Use of Vulnerability Mapping with Current Programs}

Vulnerability mapping can be used by all levels of government to decide where to best direct resources to make all communities more resilient, and inform local government decision-making with respect to zoning, rezoning, and upgrades to public infrastructure. Despite the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (“FEMA”) mission “to lead America to prepare for, prevent, respond to and recover from disasters,”\textsuperscript{34} there is no indication based on research that FEMA is currently using social vulnerability mapping. However, in June 2013, FEMA and other federal agencies were directed by President Obama to help prepare the country for the impacts of climate change.\textsuperscript{35} In its 2012 Climate Change Adaptation Policy Statement, which was developed to fulfill the requirements of Executive Order 13514 and the corresponding Council for Environmental Quality guidance,\textsuperscript{36} FEMA is working to integrate climate change adaptation considerations into programs, policies, and operations, and “will evaluate methods for addressing future climate change conditions through its grant programs . . . and study how to introduce long-term climate change risks into the benefit/cost analysis methods that guide the awarding of grants.”\textsuperscript{37} While it is an open question at this time whether social vulnerability mapping will be a part of the agency’s implementation of the executive order and CEQ guidance, it appears that FEMA also will look for ways in which it can support local communities’ climate change impacts.

While FEMA has not yet publicized what this might mean for specific grant programs, perhaps current programs under Hazard Mitigation Assistance (“HMA”) – Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grants, Hazard Mitigation Grants, and Flood Mitigation Assistance including Severe Repetitive Loss Grants and Repetitive Flood Claims Grants – could be more utilized by local governments and state agencies for vulnerability mapping. While we do not know at this point how FEMA will integrate climate change adaptation into its grant programming, it is nevertheless useful to understand how they might do so, and how this might apply to local governments interested in vulnerability mapping. Moreover, FEMA’s HMA program changed in 2013 in response to the Biggert Waters Flood Insurance Reform Act of 2012 and FEMA has
changed its HMA guidance to stress the need for applicants to consider all program requirements at the outset of program scoping and development. Program-specific changes are described briefly below.

1. **Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grants**

With the Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grant Program, funding is provided to tribal governments, state agencies, tribal agencies and local communities for hazard mitigation planning and projects on an annual basis. The program is designed to reduce overall risk and to reduce reliance on federal funding when a disaster does occur. Individual homeowners and businesses may apply to FEMA through the states or tribal governments. One change in this program is that, while the Federal maximum request to develop a new hazard mitigation plan remains unchanged at $800,000, the Federal maximum request to update a hazard mitigation plan has been reduced to $300,000.

2. **Hazard Mitigation Grants**

The Hazard Mitigation Grant Program ("HMGP") assists in implementing long-term hazard mitigation measures following a major disaster. The program's purpose is to reduce risk going forward and to enable mitigation measures to be implemented during the immediate recovery from a disaster. Like the Pre-Disaster Mitigation program, individual homeowners and businesses cannot apply directly, but instead can apply through the state, local governments, Indian tribes, or private non-profit organizations. One change specific to this program is that FEMA may provide “Advance Assistance”, which means up to 25% (up to a cap of $10 million) of the estimated costs associated with HMGP in advance of a state incurring eligible costs. The purpose is to provide “resources to develop mitigation strategies and obtain data to prioritize, select, and develop complete HMGP applications in a timely manner.

3. **Flood Mitigation Assistance Grants**

Tribal governments, state agencies, tribal agencies and local communities can apply for Flood Mitigation Assistance Grants ("FMA") through states and tribal governments, which are defined as “applicants” under the program. As with the previous programs described, individual homeowners and businesses may apply for funding through those entities. Three types of FMA grants are available: 1) planning grants, to prepare flood mitigation plans; 2) project grants, to implement measures to reduce flood losses, such as elevation, acquisition, or relocation of National Flood Insurance Program ("NFIP") insured structures; and 3) management cost grants, to help administer the FMA program and activities. Proposals for any of these can be submitted each year, but the program routinely has more requests for funding than money allocated to the program. Major changes in this program include:

- The cap of $10 million to a state and $3.3 million to a community for any five-year period has been eliminated;
- There is no longer a limit on in-kind contributions for the non-Federal cost share;
- Mitigation reconstruction is an eligible activity;
- More Federal funds are now allowed for properties with repetitive flood claims and severe repetitive loss properties; and
- There is no longer a restriction that a planning grant cannot be awarded to a
community more often than once every five years.  

The elimination of the first and last restrictions could enable local governments to seek more assistance, more often.

The Severe Repetitive Loss Program was eliminated as a separate funding mechanism in 2013.  Under this previous program, residential properties must have been covered by an NFIP policy and have been classified as a Severe Repetitive Loss.  To be classified as such, the property must have met three conditions.  First, the residential property must have at least four NFIP claim payments, including building and contents, over $5,000 each.  Secondly, the residential property must have at least two separate claims payments (building payments only) that have been made with the cumulative amount exceeding the market value of the building.  Thirdly, at least two of the referenced claims must have occurred within any 10-year period but must be greater than 10 days apart.  While this program was officially eliminated as a separate funding mechanism in 2013, communities are continuing to use these criteria when applying for FMA project grants.  Under the updated FMA grant program, the first two conditions must be met, but the third has been eliminated.

Similarly, the Repetitive Flood Claims Grant Program was designed to reduce or eliminate the long-term risk of flood damage to NFIP-insured structures.  As with the Severe Repetitive Loss Program, this program has been merged with the FMA project grants program.  Under the FMA program, a repetitive loss property is defined as one that satisfies two conditions.  First, the structure must have incurred flood-related damage on two occasions where the average cost exceeded 25% of the market value at the time of the event.  Additionally, the flood insurance policy must have contained increased cost of compliance coverage at the time of the second damage event.

FEMA routinely provides a listing of properties which, based on historical claims, are eligible to receive limited grant funding.  States or local governments, working with property owners, determine which properties to submit for grant funding.  Properties are often submitted as a group, with multiple properties combined within a single grant application, and states must rank each application from agencies and local communities based on funding priority.  Using vulnerability mapping to identify specific properties or groupings, applications can provide FEMA with the analysis demonstrating why the action is important based on previous claims and from a vulnerability perspective.  Dr. Cutter and colleagues specified that this “baseline hazards information may also be helpful when submitting grants for mitigation funds” and, given FEMA’s Climate Change Adaptation Policy Statement, could potentially improve a grant application’s chance of funding.

B. Vulnerability Mapping in Disaster Planning

Vulnerability mapping may be a useful tool to aid local governments in disaster planning efforts because such maps can be used to determine populations that may need significant assistance during evacuations, which in turn will enable the community to be more resilient by planning to get all citizens out of harm’s way.  This could be especially helpful if routine transportation routes utilize tunnels, which are closed preemptively in storm situations.
There are strong examples at both the state and local levels that vulnerability mapping and planning also can aid government at both the state and local levels. For instance, it may aid local disaster efforts by informing zoning changes and post-disaster rebuilding plans. For example, in Charlotte, North Carolina, the city uses stormwater fees to purchase properties at high risk of flooding, with the goal of decreasing overall flooding damage in the community. Such mapping also can aid local governments with longer-term resilience planning. Specifically, local governments may wish to use mapping data to update and integrate their community or comprehensive land use plans with Hazard Mitigation Plans, ensuring that future growth will be in safer areas. Prioritizing infrastructure spending in safer, less vulnerable areas can also help with long-term resilience.

Actions taken by California and Maine illustrate how vulnerability mapping and planning may be helpful at the state level. California developed an “enhanced” multi-hazard mitigation plan, which made the state eligible for more federal funding following a disaster declaration. According to 44 C.F.R. § 201.5, enhanced state mitigation plans must meet all of the requirements of a standard plan plus “demonstrate a broad, programmatic mitigation approach and demonstrate a systematic and effective administration and implementation of existing mitigation programs.” Maine limits development and redevelopment of properties adjacent to sandy beaches, requiring that structures be moved inland if they are substantially damaged more than one time in a storm event, and site plans must assess a project’s vulnerability to a two foot sea level rise.

III. How Can Vulnerability Be Measured?

Various federal and state agencies, as well as other groups, have determined several ways that vulnerability can be measured through the development of data portals, which are described below. Each of portal has its own benefits and drawbacks in terms of ease of obtaining data, using the data, and legal concerns, especially when using race as a factor. While interest from local governments in using these tools is growing, using and interpreting the data contained in the data portals can be complicated, both for decision-makers and the public. Examples of how to use these data portals are in the Appendix.

A. Data Portals Developed Using U.S. Census Data

Through the decennial census, the federal government compiles large amounts of data, some of which can be used to determine social vulnerability. Social vulnerability is defined as “the social, economic, demographic, and housing characteristics that influence a community’s ability to respond to, cope with, recover from, and adapt to environmental hazards,” and data collected through the decennial census includes this information. This makes the U.S. Census helpful in understanding an area’s vulnerability in the context of people and communities.

When Dr. Cutter and colleagues developed the social vulnerability index, or SoVI, they incorporated factors that utilize U.S. Census data. The social vulnerability index was designed to “assist in the improvement of emergency preparedness, planning, response and recovery at local, state, national, and international scales.” Twenty-nine factors are currently used in the index, including race (Percent Asian, Percent Black, Percent Hispanic, Percent Native American), age (Percent of Population under 5 Years or 65 and Over, Median Age), income (percent Poverty, Percent of Households
Earning Greater than $200,000 Annually, Per Capita Income), gender (Percent Female, Percent Female Headed Households), among others.66

At the county level, all 29 factors are used in the index to determine whether the county has low, medium, or high social vulnerability. “High” and “low” indicate the 20% most and least vulnerable in coastal areas of each state. The data can also include detail to the Census tract level, with 27 factors to determine pockets at a lower level that may need additional attention. Hospitals Per Capita and Percent of Population without Health Insurance are only available at the county level. In addition to being displayed visually in maps at the HVRI website,68 SoVI® is used by multiple data portals, including the NOAA Sea Level Rise and Coastal Flooding Impacts Viewer and Surging Seas: Sea Level Rise Analysis by Climate Central.69 Additionally, SoVI® is used by South Carolina’s Emergency Management Division, Oxfam America, the California Emergency Management Agency, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, among others.70

1. NOAA Sea Level Rise and Coastal Flooding Impacts Viewer
The purpose of NOAA’s viewer is “to provide coastal managers and scientists with a preliminary look at SLR [sea level rise] and coastal flooding impacts” using nationally consistent data sets and analyses.71 Users can look at potential future sea levels, simulations of sea level rise at local landmarks, the uncertainty of sea level rise predictions, potential marsh migration due to sea level rise, vulnerability, and how tidal flooding will become more frequent. Existing mitigation structures also can be viewed. Currently, only coastal areas are covered by NOAA’s viewer. Moreover, it is unclear what decisions can be made using the social vulnerability components of the viewer due to legal concerns, given it uses race as a factor. These legal concerns are explained beginning on page 17. Data from NOAA’s viewer has been used by Rutgers University’s NJ Flood Mapper, the California Coastal Conservancy, the South Florida Climate Compact, The Nature Conservancy’s Coastal Resilience Tool, the National Hurricane Center’s Potential Surge Mapping, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Projects Evaluation, among others.72

2. Surging Seas: Sea Level Rise Analysis by Climate Central
Climate Central’s Surging Seas tool provides similar information as the NOAA viewer, but in a different format. With Climate Central’s mapping tool, users can view a searchable interactive map of sea level rise and flood risk areas, including social vulnerability, population, ethnicity, income, and property heat maps based different sea level rise scenarios.73 Users also can see a flood likelihood for a particular location based on the user’s choice of sea level, comprehensive analysis of sea level rise and flood exposure – on roads, homes, and socially vulnerable populations – for a particular place, and compare one location to others based on a particular topic, such as population, homes, roads, schools, socially vulnerable populations, EPA sites (including landfills, brownfields, listed animal waste sources, hazardous waste sites, facilities with hazardous materials, wastewater sources)74 and public safety. As with the NOAA tool, while the information may be useful, it is unclear what decisions can be made using the social vulnerability measure given the use of race as one of the inputs. Specific examples of the Surging Seas tool can be found in the Appendix.

B. Data Portals Developed Using Sub-Sets of U.S. Census Data
Also reviewing U.S. Census data, researchers and government agencies have attempted to make statistically accurate rankings using a subset of the twenty-nine factors. This section will discuss why a sub-set of U.S. Census was developed and include two
examples of how data sub-sets are currently being used.

1. **Why Use a Sub-Set of U.S. Census Data?**

In the article “Social Vulnerability to Environmental Hazards,” Dr. Cutter and colleagues suggest that using all of the U.S. Census data factors may not be necessary to identify the areas with high vulnerability, but that 11 independent factors can account for approximately 76 percent of the observed differences. These 11 factors are:

- Personal wealth;
- Age;
- Density of the built environment;
- Single-sector economic dependence;
- Housing stock and tenancy;
- Race – African American;
- Ethnicity – Hispanic;
- Ethnicity – Native American;
- Race – Asian;
- Occupation; and
- Infrastructure dependence.

These factors were empirically defined as “a robust set of variables that capture” the characteristics which demonstrate social vulnerability, such that they can be compared geographically and over time. However, there are legal concerns associated with using race. None of the data portals currently available and discussed in this paper use this data sub-set of 11 factors.

2. **U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (“HUD”) Location Affordability Portal**

HUD, unlike the previous data portals described, does not include race in its Location Affordability Portal, but rather looks at multiple levels within five factors, also from U.S. Census data: income; family size; number of commuters; ownership status of home; and work status. The Location Affordability Portal was developed to determine how affordable different neighborhoods are as an algorithm of transportation and housing costs. While this shows “burdensome housing” – where 30% of income is going toward housing costs – in a community, it does not include elevation or other data that could be helpful to local governments. In order to plan for weather events or to slow inundation, this tool would need to be combined with another in order to identify the areas at greatest risk. If, however, governments were to explore the option of relocating households due to adaptive rezoning, flooding, the inability to rebuild, or FEMA grant acquisitions, HUD’s tool could be useful to ensure relocations occur to areas which will not make the problem of burdensome housing worse. Specific examples of the HUD tool can be found in the Appendix.
C. U.S. Census Data Plus Other Metrics

The California Communities Environmental Health Screening Tool (“CalEnviroScreen”) was developed primarily to assist the California Environmental Protection Agency (“CalEPA”) in carrying out its environmental justice mission. To ensure all have access to environmental justice, CalEPA identified the parts of the state where pollution burdens were greatest and, therefore, where funding should be targeted. The tool is currently being used in “administering environmental justice grants, promoting greater compliance with environmental laws, prioritizing site-cleanup activities and identifying opportunities for sustainable economic development in heavily impacted neighborhoods.”

CalEnviroScreen uses existing environmental, health and socioeconomic data to consider the extent to which communities across the state are burdened by and vulnerable to pollution, creating a screening score for each community. The data sets considered are broken into four categories: exposures; environmental effects; sensitive populations; and socioeconomic factors. The sensitive populations indicators include: prevalence of children and the elderly; rate of low birth-weight births; and rate of asthma emergency department visits. The socioeconomic indicators include: education attainment; linguistic isolation; poverty; and unemployment.

When California first rolled out CalEnviroScreen, it did include racial and ethnic identity as risk factors to calculate social vulnerability. This was, in part, because “[s]cientific research indicates that the relationship between pollutant exposure, stress, and health outcomes can vary based on the race and ethnicity of a population.” However, with the release of an updated version, these were removed from the social vulnerability calculations, specifically “to facilitate the use of the tool by government entities that may be restricted from considering race/ethnicity when making certain decisions.” Specifically, the report noted: “While race and ethnicity will not be used in compiling a score using CalEnviroScreen, a new section has been added that provides information on the racial and ethnic composition of communities throughout the state. This information will help us to better understand the correlation between race/ethnicity and the pollution burdens facing communities in California.”

Unfortunately, a published analysis was not completed to determine how the removal of race/ethnicity from the calculation impacted the results of the tool. Anecdotally, however, the agency has reported no significant difference when linguistic isolation, unemployment and socioeconomic data were utilized and when race/ethnicity was added to those other data sets.

IV. Legal, “Strict Scrutiny” Concerns

There are legal issues associated with using vulnerability mapping to make decisions when race or ethnicity is considered, and, specifically, what level of judicial review would apply to a local government action if it were challenged in court. While there could be various types of challenges associated with local governments using vulnerability mapping to make decisions, the most likely challenge – and the challenge that is the focus of this paper – is based on the equal protection clause of the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. After presenting an overview of current state of equal protection law, this section will include an analysis of which government actions, including race or ethnicity, have survived judicial review, which ones have not, and how the use of vulnerability mapping could be
analyzed by a court.

A. Equal Protection Overview

The equal protection clause of the 14th Amendment states that “no state shall . . .
deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.” The
clause was designed to ensure that laws treat those in a similar situation the same way.
It was necessary because of historic and routine discrimination against minorities and
women. It applies to all government actions “which classify individuals for different
benefits or burdens under the law.”

Since 1954, the Supreme Court of the United States “has relied on the equal
protection clause as a key provision for combating . . . discrimination[.]” The
main question for courts when reviewing equal protection clause cases,
therefore, is whether the government’s classification is justified. To answer
this question, courts analyze the classification, determine the appropriate
level of judicial scrutiny based on that classification, and then determine if
the purpose being advocated by the government justifies the difference in
treatment between similarly situated individuals.

The equal protection clause applies only to government actions, not those
of private individuals. Therefore, when courts evaluate challenged actions,
their first question is whether there is a government action at issue. “Government
action” is defined broadly. For example, proposing houses for either acquisition or
elevation under a FEMA Flood Mitigation Assistance program likely would count as
a government action. Zoning changes have also been found to constitute government
actions in equal protection cases. Significantly, legal scholarship in this area has
suggested that disaster planning should “specifically address disaster response and
preparedness” for vulnerable populations, and that a lack of doing so may contravene
the U.S. Constitution and federal statutes because some of these laws contain
protections for vulnerable populations. It is, therefore, likely that many, if not all,
actions taken based on vulnerability mapping tools could be considered “government
action”.

The equal protection clause requires people who are alike in all relevant ways with
respect to a particular interest to be treated the same. Therefore, once government
action exists and is challenged by an individual that claims he or she has been treated in
a discriminatory manner, the next step for the court is to determine what classification,
if any, is being made by the government. The government makes a classification when
it draws a distinction among people. Classifications can be made on any number of
factors, such as race, national origin, age and gender.

The equal protection clause does not imply the government cannot draw lines and
classify individuals. What it guarantees is that “those classifications will not be based
upon impermissible criteria or arbitrarily used to burden a group of individuals.” Likewise, a classification does not go against equal protection when it distinguishes a
person as “dissimilar” using a permissible basis for the purposes of the classification
and treats them differently.

B. Strict Scrutiny Overview – Judicial Review for Government
Actions Using Race

Key Point

An example of racial classification
would be a law that prohibits
blacks from serving on juries. An
d example of age classification would
be a law that permits only those
aged 16 and older to apply for a
driver’s license.
Classifications based on race are considered “suspect”, as “classifying persons according to their race is more likely to reflect racial prejudice than legitimate public concerns.” When discussing the use of race, the U.S. Supreme Court has concluded: “The Constitution cannot control such prejudices, but neither can it tolerate them. Private biases may be outside the reach of the law, but the law cannot, directly or indirectly, give them effect.” Chief Justice Warren Burger noted that a “core purpose” of the equal protection clause “was to do away with all governmentally imposed discrimination based on race.” Therefore, when race is used as a classification, the highest level of judicial scrutiny applies.

Key Point

In Loving v. Virginia, a biracial married couple were convicted of cohabiting as husband and wife, where a Virginia statute made interracial marriages a crime. The U.S. Supreme Court reversed the convictions. In his concurrence, Justice Potter Stewart stated that, “it is simply not possible for a state law to be valid under our Constitution which makes the criminality of an act depend upon the race of the actor.”

To determine if the challenged government action does make a classification based on race, how the law allegedly discriminates must be analyzed. There are three ways that strict scrutiny can apply based on the use of a discriminatory race-based classification: 1) if there are race-based criteria in the statute being challenged, such as requiring all of Japanese descent to be removed from the West Coast and interned, including United States citizens; 2) if a neutral (non-race-based) statute is being administered in a discriminatory way, such as when waivers are available for an activity, but none are given to a racial minority; or 3) if there is a discriminatory purpose. Factors to be considered by a court in determining whether a racially discriminatory purpose is motivating the government action include:

- The impact is so stark and dramatic as to be unexplainable on other grounds;
- The historic background suggests an offensive purpose;
• The legislative or administrative records show intent;
• There were departures from normal procedure;
• There were substantive departures where the normal considerations would favor a contrary outcome; and
• The sequence of events leading up to the challenged decision.\textsuperscript{102}

Simply having a disparate impact – an adverse effect of a law or practice that appears fair and not to specify a racial classification, but nonetheless discriminates\textsuperscript{103} – on a racial group is not significant enough to demonstrate a discriminatory purpose.

If one of the three race-based tests is met, then strict scrutiny applies to the challenged government action. From a legal process standpoint, this means the burden is then placed on the government to prove that the same decision would have been reached absent a race-based motive.\textsuperscript{104} The government can demonstrate this by proving the government action: 1) is narrowly tailored; and 2) serves a compelling government interest. This analysis looks at both to whom the law applies, and what interest the government has in the harm the law seeks to redress or prevent. It is critical to note that both factors must be satisfied in order for the government action to pass the strict scrutiny “test” and, therefore, be constitutional. The following sections will explain each factor of this test.

1. \textit{Is the Government Action Narrowly Tailored?}

In this analysis, the court is determines whether the government is using the least restrictive means to meet the government’s goal for implementing the action under question. For a classification to be narrowly tailored, it must treat all similar persons in a similar manner, or that they be “similarly situated.” People are “similarly situated,” for example, when they are in the same circumstance, been subject to the same standards or have the same problem in the same context.\textsuperscript{105} The classification also cannot be either “overinclusive” or “underinclusive”. Overinclusive means that, the classification includes persons who are similarly situated plus an additional group and, therefore, burdens more people than necessary. Underinclusive means the classification excludes some people who are similarly situated in terms of the purposes of the law. See the box below for specific examples of what overinclusive and underinclusive mean in a real world context.
Examples Overinclusive vs. Underinclusive Classifications

“In Vance v. Bradley, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld a mandatory retirement age of 60 for those in the Foreign Service. The Court recognized that the law was overinclusive in that it applied to many who were capable of continuing to work effectively [after age 60], and it was underinclusive in that it did not apply to many who were under that age and were no longer capable of performing adequately.”

“In New York Transit Authority v. Beazer, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld a city’s regulation that prevented those in methadone maintenance programs from holding positions with the Transit Authority. . . . The law was overinclusive in excluding from employment the vast majority of methadone users who posed no safety risk, and it was underinclusive in that it allowed employment of others who would be a safety threat.”

When dealing with racial classification, there are five factors considered in a court’s narrow tailoring analysis. First, whether it is possible that the motivation for the classification was illegitimate racial prejudice, such as with Loving v. Virginia.107 Second, a court will determine whether the government action places an undue burden on one racial group, such as where university admission is denied to non-minority students because race, while not given a numerical value, is a “meaningful factor.”108 Third, a classification will fail narrow tailoring if the government action gives an arbitrary or disproportionate benefit to minorities. This would occur, for example, where minorities were given an additional weighting during admission to a university which was determinative, when non-minorities did not get in but would have had they also been granted the additional weighting.109 Fourth, a court will look at whether the government action ignored race-neutral policies, such as those based on seniority or some other classification.110 The fifth factor is whether the government action uses race in a rigid or mechanical way, as with quotas. An example of this would be setting aside a specific percentage of subcontracts to go to minority businesses to compensate for general past societal discrimination.111 If any of these are found, the government action fails strict scrutiny analysis. According to precedent, legally-acceptable affirmative action programs have none of these factors.112

2. Does the Government Action Serve a Compelling Government Interest?

In order to pass the compelling government interest part of the strict scrutiny test, at least one compelling government interest must exist. A court’s determination that a compelling government interest exists “requires a judicial finding that the use of the classification is so important as to outweigh the central purpose” of the equal protection clause.113 Compelling government interests which have been recognized by the courts include national security or emergency needs, remedying prior governmental discrimination, diversity in higher education in some cases, or dealing with fundamental rights. If none of these exist, then the government action also fails strict scrutiny.
3. Government Actions Which Have Not Passed Strict Scrutiny

Government actions which have not survived a strict scrutiny analysis include those involving some instances of affirmative action in higher education, employment promotions, and government contracts. One relevant case is *Adarand Constructors v. Pena*,\(^{116}\) which concerned a division of the U.S. Department of Transportation's bidding procedures, which provided additional compensation for general constructors if they subcontracted with Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (“DBE”). DBEs were defined as businesses owned by “socially and economically disadvantaged individuals.”\(^{117}\) In practice, the process to be certified as a DBE allowed for a presumption of social and economic disadvantage for minority-owned businesses, while white-owned businesses were rarely certified. The U.S. Supreme Court held that strict scrutiny analysis applied when the government action was challenged on equal protection grounds, as it implicated a classification based on race.\(^{118}\)

The *Adarand* decision has had an influence on federal agency actions. Shortly after the ruling, the Department of Justice noted that, while the case involved contracting, the holding was not confined to that context, and “it is clear that strict scrutiny will now be applied by the courts in reviewing the federal government’s use of race-based criteria in health, education, hiring, and other programs as well.”\(^{119}\) Based on the Department of Justice’s analysis of *Adarand*’s impact, the decision ultimately may lead to deemphasizing race in most government decision-making, and it’s possible *Adarand* may be behind the changes to CalEnviroScreen to specifically exclude race – perhaps because government agencies will not believe they can use race-based criteria in any sort of decision-making without potentially violating the equal protection clause.


While it is a challenge for a government action that utilizes race to survive strict scrutiny analysis, such actions are not necessarily doomed to fail the standard. In the context of legislative redistricting, for example, the U.S. Supreme Court has noted that because racially homogenous groups tend to congregate in the same neighborhoods, a district that appears to be racially gerrymandered may in fact be consistent with “traditional districting principles such as compactness, contiguity, and respect for political subdivisions.”\(^{120}\) However, it is worth noting that the legislative redistricting in that case, *Shaw v. Reno*,\(^{121}\) was held unconstitutional because the “bizarrely drawn” congressional district suggested an effort to separate voters into different districts based on race.\(^{122}\)

In addition, according to *Regents of the University of California v. Bakke*,\(^{123}\) plans to encourage diversity in higher education, in situations where race was one factor among many in a highly individualized review of each applicant rather than the use of
a quota system, may pass strict scrutiny. The U.S. Supreme Court has determined that student body diversity in higher education is a compelling government interest, but the Court has distinguished admissions policies used by institutions that either required a specific number of diverse applicants to be admitted or that awarded a specific numerical benefit to minorities during the application process.

This area of the law is highly complex and has the potential to present challenges to local governments interested in including social vulnerability in mapping flood risk or in disaster planning. This area of the law continues to develop, hence the unsettled nature of any analysis. The table below lists noteworthy cases in the realm of equal protection that have potential application to local governments in the context of social vulnerability. The next section analyzes how vulnerability mapping might be analyzed by the courts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Case and Citation</th>
<th>Area of Law</th>
<th>Level of Scrutiny</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adarand Constructors v. Pena, 515 U.S. 200 (1995)</strong></td>
<td>Contracting / Affirmative Action</td>
<td>Strict</td>
<td>Court struck down affirmative action program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bakke v. Regents of the University of California, 438 U.S. 265 (1978)</strong></td>
<td>Higher Education / Affirmative Action</td>
<td>Strict</td>
<td>Court struck down affirmative action program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cone Corp. v. Hillsborough County, 908 F.2d 908 (11th Cir. 1990)</strong></td>
<td>Contracting / Affirmative Action</td>
<td>Strict</td>
<td>Court allowed affirmative action program to continue; it considered race-neutral alternatives, was narrowly tailored, did not use quotas, and furthered a compelling government interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Richmond v. J.A. Croson Co., 488 U.S. 469 (1989)</strong></td>
<td>Contracting / Affirmative Action</td>
<td>Strict</td>
<td>Court struck down affirmative action program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fisher v. University of Texas, 133 S.Ct. 2411 (2013)</strong></td>
<td>Higher Education / Affirmative Action</td>
<td>Strict</td>
<td>Court struck down affirmative action program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gratz v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 244 (2003)</strong></td>
<td>Higher Education / Affirmative Action</td>
<td>Strict</td>
<td>Court struck down affirmative action program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306 (2003)</strong></td>
<td>Higher Education / Affirmative Action</td>
<td>Strict</td>
<td>Court allowed program to continue; narrowly tailored, did not use quotas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Johnson v. Board of Regents, 263 F.3d 1234 (11th Cir. 2001)</strong></td>
<td>Higher Education / Affirmative Action</td>
<td>Strict</td>
<td>Court struck down affirmative action program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Korematsu v. United States, 323 U.S. 214 (1944)</strong></td>
<td>Wartime Imprisonment</td>
<td>Strict</td>
<td>Court allowed internment based on ancestry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shaw v. Reno, 509 U.S. 630 (1993)</strong></td>
<td>Redistricting</td>
<td>Strict</td>
<td>Court required new maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>U.S. v. Paradise, 480 U.S. 149 (1987)</strong></td>
<td>Promotions</td>
<td>Strict</td>
<td>Court allowed affirmative action program to continue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Village of Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing Development Corp., 429 U.S. 252 (1977)</strong></td>
<td>Discriminatory Purpose</td>
<td>Rational Basis</td>
<td>Court allowed rezoning even with disproportionate impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356 (1886)</strong></td>
<td>Discriminatory Impact</td>
<td>Strict</td>
<td>Court struck down law</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C. How Might Vulnerability Mapping Be Analyzed by the Courts?

While there is currently no court decision specific to the use of race in vulnerability mapping that can provide local governments with concrete guidance, one can surmise based on *Adarand* that using race in vulnerability mapping may be determined by the courts to be government action subject to strict scrutiny analysis. As noted by an appellate court discussing a case where race was one factor among twelve in an equal protection context, “[r]ace-conscious decision-making is fundamentally in conflict with the idea of Equal Protection, and when a state attempts to allocate valuable benefits . . . on the basis of race, it is the obligation of the courts to require a powerful showing.”128

However, at least one scholar has argued that vulnerability mapping or other environmental justice initiatives that include race characteristics should be viewed more like legislative redistricting cases.129 The main argument for treating environmental justice cases differently is that environmental justice initiatives may be taken pursuant to public safety concerns, rather than implicating financial considerations like employment or who is awarded a contract.130 However, many of the potential actions which could be taken based on social vulnerability mapping – grant project funding, infrastructure investments – do have financial implications. In the case of grant funding, certain property owners could be provided with funding to improve their buildings, while others are not, leading to a difference both in property value and the amount paid in flood insurance. Infrastructure investments similarly could increase the property values of some neighborhoods, while not in others.

The potential analysis for a reviewing court is further complicated legally when looking at the kind of power being utilized by government. Governments act pursuant to different powers. A common power used by government to ensure public safety, commonly referred is the police power. When taking an action that could reduce flood risk and increase community resiliency, a government might make decisions using vulnerability mapping pursuant to public safety. This is because moving residents out of harm’s way, ensuring infrastructure is accessible in times of flooding, relocating emergency services to higher ground, and other similar actions all increase public safety. However, the way this police power interacts with vulnerability mapping and equal protection has not been litigated, which creates the uncertainty. This uncertainty should signal local governments to be cautious of taking actions implicating race in the decision-making process, such as passing an ordinance, making a decision on permitting, or implementing zoning changes.

### Key Point

There are a few states that prohibit the use of race in decision-making. For example, according to a Washington statute, the State “shall not discriminate against, or grant preferential treatment to, any individual or group on the basis of race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin in the operation of public employment, public education, or public contracting.”131 Another example is Michigan, which prohibits “all sex- and race-based preferences in public education, public employment, and public contracting.”132
V. How Agencies Have Utilized Vulnerability Mapping In A Way That May Avoid Legal Strict Scrutiny Review

Given the current state of the law, local governments and others, in their use of vulnerability mapping, must ensure that programs are developed and implemented in a way that is least likely to invite an equal protection challenge. Legal challenges can be expensive, divert attention from other goals, and can halt implementation of plans on a practical level. Below are examples of programs that have been developed and are being used in a way that minimizes legal risk under the equal protection clause.

A. California EnviroScreen

When California first rolled out CalEnviroScreen, it included racial and ethnic identity as risk factors to calculate social vulnerability. However, with the release of later versions, race and ethnic identity were removed from the social vulnerability calculations, specifically "to facilitate the use of the tool by government entities that may be restricted from considering race/ethnicity when making certain decisions."\textsuperscript{133} Local governments in California can now take action based on CalEnviroScreen without implicating factors which would trigger strict scrutiny review.

B. EPA's Use of Data For Pre-Decisional Information Gathering

The EPA created EJView "for the public to identify potential environmental justice areas - or disadvantaged communities that are being unduly exposed to environmental harms."\textsuperscript{134} EJView "allow[s] users to create maps and generate detailed reports based on the geographic areas and data sets they choose." This includes demographic data, health data, environmental data, and facility-level data, as these are the data sets that EPA has determined may affect public and environmental health within a community or region.\textsuperscript{135}

The demographic data used in EJView is derived from the U.S. Census, and includes population density, percent minority (includes all races/ethnicities except non-Hispanic whites), percent children, percent female, and percent renter. Data available from previous U.S. Census include per capita income, percent below poverty, percent with education of less than high school diploma, percent with high school diploma only, percent with college degree, percent of homes constructed before 1950, and percent speaking English less than well.\textsuperscript{136} From the U.S. Geological Survey, EJView incorporates the locations of schools and universities, hospitals, and places of worship.\textsuperscript{133}

Additionally, EJView encompasses a large set of variables not available in other national mapping tools. For example, hazardous waste sites, sites requiring air permits, sites requiring water permits, inventories of toxic chemicals, Superfund sites, and brownfield sites all can be mapped. Nonattainment areas - those not meeting the standards for ozone, lead, and particulates - are available for mapping, as are other health indicators, such as cancer risk, respiratory risk, neurological risk, infant mortality rate, and low birth weight rate.\textsuperscript{137}

While EJView does incorporate percent minority as one of its potential data sets, the EPA appears to use maps with that data only in the "pre-decisional" phase of decision-making. For example, a map including race as a factor could be for screening
purposes; EPA’s Office of Air and Radiation, when issuing air permits, is evaluating exposure and health risk modeling that breaks out data based on demographic characteristics, including race and income. That map could also be used to show the benefits that accrue to certain demographic groups due to specific air regulations.138 However, EPA did change its minority and women-owned business enterprise programs in response to Adarand.139 Despite extensive research done for this paper, it is unclear what changes, if any, might have been made to other programs or how EPA may be incorporating the holding in Adarand into other guidance documents.

The EPA is in the process of developing “a variety of internal screening tools and other GIS applications to enhance environmental justice analysis and decision-making to better protect public health.”140 The tool will be national in scope and will serve as a consistent screening tool to be used across the EPA and by others. It is not clear at this point how or if race will be utilized in the new tool.

VI. Recommendation For How To Avoid Strict Scrutiny Concerns In Vulnerability Mapping

The risks and costs associated with extreme weather events are rising. To mitigate, local governments have shown a strong interest in increasing resiliency. Vulnerability mapping can be a valuable tool to help reach this goal. However, local governments should be cognizant of the potential legal risks associated with vulnerability mapping. While there is some uncertainty in the area of “strict scrutiny law”, what is known is that there are concerns associated with using race as a factor in mapping, especially if such a map were to be used to codify policy or make decisions that have financial implications such as approving a buyout program. However, this should not cause a local government to shy away from developing a vulnerability map, should it decide to do so. Such a tool still could be used to great effect without race being included as a factor. Perhaps most critical is that local governments be able to use the tools they develop to inform decision-making.

“Adaptation planning must connect to action.”141 Mapping flood risk is a good place to start. The American Society of Civil Engineers determined that the country has failed to learn from Hurricane Katrina, especially at the local level of land use decision-making, “where issues are considerably more complex and the resources more limited” than at the federal level.142 To get started, local governments may find useful the sea level rise, population, and income maps from Climate Central, which have data for the coasts of California, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Virginia, Washington, and Washington, D.C.140 Another strategy would be for a state to take over floodplain mapping, which North Carolina has done, to maximize the accuracy and functionality of the maps.143 As other states and FEMA reassess flood maps, local governments can incorporate the potential for climate change impacts into those maps as well.

Another idea is to combine sea level rise, income, and population data with the HUD Affordability Portal to give governments information about their risk, factoring in sea level rise with where their most vulnerable populations are located. Once those areas are identified, local governments can implement the programs of their choice, such as a buyout program to reduce flood damage and increase public safety by purchasing high-risk properties. Money for buyout programs is also often available following intense storm
To gain even further local insight, state governments could prioritize the development of state-specific vulnerability mapping tools. One option is to develop a tool similar to CalEnviroScreen, which likely does not present strict scrutiny concerns. This tool could then be used by local governments for grant and planning purposes and by entities for other purposes, such as assessing transportation or housing needs. Another option is to develop a handbook specifically designed for local governments. For example, North Carolina published “Adapting to Climate Change: A Handbook for Local Governments in North Carolina.” While vulnerability mapping may not be a simple exercise for most of the country currently, this data can be a valuable asset in helping communities plan for the future. In aiding vulnerable populations to become more resilient, our communities become safer for everyone.

Climate change – warming, sea level rise, droughts, more intense hurricanes and floods – “will affect many of the critical services and functions that local government provide.” The elderly, the poor, the obese, those with diabetes, those with heart disease, and those with asthma are all more prone to heat stress, and where those individuals are located should determine the location of cooling centers. With flooding, the loss of electricity, water and sewer can impact citizens’ health, and storm surge can wash pollutants into water supplies. Locating water and sewer treatment plants on higher ground, requiring the same for hazardous material storage, and burying electrical supplies can minimize these impacts. By planning for climate change’s impact on the most socially vulnerable and developing post-disaster recovery plans in advance, local governments can better protect all of its citizens and reduce future risk to life and property.
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APPENDIX

Exhibit A: Climate Central Surging Seas: Sea Level Rise Analysis by Climate Central

Step 1: Go to http://sealevel.climatecentral.org/. You will see the map below.

Step 2: Click on the state that you are interested in taking a closer look at. In this case, we are going to click on North Carolina (NC), which will take you to this screen.

Step 3: Then, you can go to the specific county, city, or municipality that you are interested in investigating more closely. Let us look at Wilmington, NC as an example.
Step 4: On the bottom of the screen, you have a number of inputs that you can manipulate to get a better picture of what’s going on at the coast. Let’s look at “Population” first.

Step 5: Now let’s switch to “Income”.

Step 6: Finally, let’s examine how the increase and decrease in water level affects the landscape in the City of Wilmington, starting with a decrease to an increase of two feet from four feet.
Step 7: For our last step, we check the increase to a sea level rise up to eight feet above the present day.
Step 1: Go to http://www.locationaffordability.info/lai.aspx. You will see the map below.

Step 2: At the top left of the screen, you will see a search bar with the text “Enter a Location.” Let’s type in “Wilmington, NC.” Below is the result.
Step 3: The HUD viewer allows the user to manipulate the location, household income profile, whether one is renting or owning a property, how many vehicles are owned (if any), and public transit costs. Currently, the map is showing affordability for a median-income family in Wilmington, NC of four people with two commuters who own two vehicles. Let’s click the arrow next to “Household Profile” and choose “Single-Parent Family.” The results below will appear.

Step 4: These inputs assume a “Combined” home ownership situation, but let’s change the housing input to “Renter” to view the result.
Exhibit C: Emergency Planning and the Americans with Disabilities Act

Another legal issue for local governments engaging in any level of evacuation and emergency planning is their responsibilities under the Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”). While a thorough analysis of this issue is beyond the scope of this paper, the table below provides a snapshot of the current state of the law with respect to how the ADA applies or may apply to local governments in their evacuation and emergency planning or efforts. While this issue is beyond the scope of this paper, the ADA is relevant because vulnerability mapping can provide local governments with information about where individuals that qualify under the ADA reside. This information can then be used to effectively implement local emergency and evacuation plans. Current case law with respect to this issue is not as robust as equal protection case law, but two major cases are highlighted in the table below which shed some light on how the ADA may need to be incorporated at the local level:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“No qualified individual with a disability shall, by reason of such disability, be excluded from participation in or be denied the benefits of the services, programs, or activities of a public entity, or be subjected to discrimination by any such entity.” 42 U.S.C. § 12132.</td>
<td>City evacuation plan must have a plan “for evacuating people with disabilities from multi-story buildings.” 980 F. Supp. 2d. 588, 643 (S.D.N.Y. 2013).</td>
<td>Emergency plan must anticipate emergency needs and minimize the need for “last-minute, individualized requests for assistance.” 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 118364, at *45-46.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public entity may not “[d]eny a qualified individual… the opportunity to participate in or benefit from the aid, benefit, or service.” 28 C.F.R. § 35.130(b)(1).</td>
<td>City must account for public transportation that is accessible in fact, even during a time of emergency. Id. at 644.</td>
<td>Even if temporary housing duties during disasters are provided by a non-governmental organization like the American Red Cross, the city still retains ultimate responsibility on ADA compliance. See Id. at *12.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public entity may not “[a]fford a qualified individual… an opportunity to participate in or benefit from the aid, benefit, or service that is not equal to that afforded others.” 28 C.F.R. § 35.130(b)(1).</td>
<td>City must survey shelters and know which and how many shelters are accessible to the disabled. City cannot otherwise inform its disabled residents on where to go. Id. at 646.</td>
<td>When a policy is facially neutral, a court examines whether disabled residents are denied meaningful access to a benefit; the city must provide reasonable modifications to ensure the benefit is received (as long as this would not “fundamentally alter” the service). See Id. at *48.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public entity may not “[p]rovide a qualified individual… with an aid, benefit, or service that is not as effective in affording equal opportunity to obtain the same result, to gain the same benefit, or to reach the same level of achievement as that provided to others.” 28 C.F.R. § 35.130(b)(1).</td>
<td>City plan must assure effective communication with its disabled residents. A spectrum of media should be implemented in order to account for the spectrum of disabilities (i.e., Internet is not expected to be as helpful for the blind). Id. at 650.</td>
<td>The city must develop a plan which applies equally to all residents regardless of disability and must coordinate with other local agencies to ensure this goal is met before a disaster happens. See Id. at *39-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not “[n]ecessarily require a public entity to make each of its existing facilities accessible.” 28 C.F.R. § 35.150(a)(1).</td>
<td>City emergency plan must communicate which resource provision distribution facilities will be accessible to citizens with disabilities. Id. at 653.</td>
<td>The city must take affirmative action with regards to disabilities in disaster planning to ensure compliance with the ADA. See Id. at *43-44.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Must not fail “to take such steps as may be necessary to ensure that no individual with a disability is excluded, denied services, segregated or otherwise treated differently than other individuals,” unless to otherwise “would result in an undue burden.” See 42 U.S.C. § 12182(b)(2)(A).</td>
<td>Communications are to be effective and must ensure “meaningful access to the services being provided.” Id. at 655 (internal citations omitted).</td>
<td>The city must survey all shelters to determine which are accessible to those with disabilities, for communication purposes. See Id. at *48.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Must not fail to “remove architectural barriers, and communication barriers that are structural in nature… and transportation barriers in existing vehicles and rail passenger cars used by an establishment for transporting individuals… where such removal is readily achievable.” See 42 U.S.C. § 12182(b)(2)(A).</td>
<td></td>
<td>The city cannot absolve itself from its duty by citing the importance of personal planning and preparedness. See Id. at *45.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>